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Innovations in Rehabilitation Sciences Education: Preparing Leaders for the FutureSpringer, 2005

	The genesis of this book arose from our educational consultations with many physiotherapy

	and occupational therapy colleagues around the world. In the course of presenting

	workshops that were primarily focused on problem-based learning (PBL), it

	became very clear to us that educators in the rehabilitation sciences were very...
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Pro .NET 2.0 Extreme Programming (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2006
The target audience for this title are current .NET 1.1 developers and future .NET 2.0 developers who need to put Extreme Programming (XP) into practice. While other Extreme Programming books are usually theoretical in approach, this book takes the reader through the practical application of Extreme Programming with code-level solutions. It shows...
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IssueWeb: A Guide and Sourcebook for Researching Controversial Issues on the WebLibraries Unlimited, 2004
What student has graduated from col lege with out writing an opinion or position pa per? We dare to venture that the num ber is quite small. After all, opinion papers are an av enue for teaching critical think ing skills. They can help stu dents understand whether their opin ion on a topic has a bias, is based on suf ficient information, and falls...
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Scandinavian Colonialism and the Rise of Modernity: Small Time Agents in a Global ArenaSpringer, 2013

	In Scandinavian Colonialism and the Rise of Modernity: Small Time Agents in a Global Arena, archaeologists, anthropologists, and historians present case studies that focus on the scope and impact of Scandinavian colonial expansion in the North, Africa, Asia and America as well as within Scandinavia itsself. They discuss early...
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PhoneGap 2.x Mobile Application Development HotshotPackt Publishing, 2013

	Do you want to create mobile apps that run on multiple mobile platforms? With PhoneGap (Apache Cordova), you can put your existing development skills and HTML, CSS, and JavaScript knowledge to great use by creating mobile apps for cross-platform devices.


	"PhoneGap 2.x Mobile Application Development Hotshot" covers the...
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Evolution: The Human StoryDK Adult, 2011

	How did we develop from simple animals inhabiting small pockets of forest in Africa to the dominant species on Earth? Traveling back almost eight million years to our earliest primate relatives, Evolution: The Human Story charts the development of our species from tree-dwelling primates to modern humans.


	Investigating each...
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CMMI Distilled: A Practical Introduction to Integrated Process Improvement (3rd Edition) (The SEI Series in Software Engineering)Addison Wesley, 2008
CMMI® (Capability Maturity Model® Integration) is an integrated,  extensible framework for improving process capability and quality  across an organization. It has become a cornerstone in the  implementation of continuous improvement for both industry and  governments around the world. Rich in both detail and guidance for a  wide set of...
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Iterating Infusion: Clearer Views of Objects, Classes, and Systems (Expert's Voice in Development)Apress, 2012

	Iterating Infusion: Clearer Views of Objects, Classes, and Systems is a one-of-a-kind book, not dependent on any single technology. Rather, it provides a way to integrate the most efficient techniques from a variety of programming methods, in a manner that makes designing and programming software look easy.


	Iterating...
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Java EE 7 Development with WildFlyPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage the power of the WildFly application server from JBoss to develop modern Java EE 7 applications


	About This Book

	
		Develop Java EE 7 applications using the WildFly platform
	
		Discover how to manage your WildFly production environment
	
		A step-by-step tutorial guide to...
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R Machine Learning By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2016

	Understand the fundamentals of machine learning with R and build your own dynamic algorithms to tackle complicated real-world problems successfully


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the concepts of machine learning through exciting real-world examples
	
		Visualize and solve complex problems...
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Beginning Data Science with Python and Jupyter: Use powerful tools to unlock actionable insights from dataPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Getting started with data science doesn't have to be an uphill battle. This step-by-step guide is ideal for beginners who know a little Python and are looking for a quick, fast-paced introduction.

	
		Key Features

		
			Get up and running with the Jupyter ecosystem and some example datasets

...
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Pro OpenSolarisApress, 2009
OpenSolaris is a rapidly evolving operating system with roots in Solaris 10, suitable for deployment on laptops, desktop workstations, storage appliances, and data center servers from the smallest single–purpose systems to the largest enterprise–class systems. The growing OpenSolaris community now has hundreds of thousands of...
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